
 

To:  Parents and  Guardians  of 7th and 8th Grade Accelerated Students 
From:  Ms. Genevieve  LaGattuta 
Re:  AMC  8  (American  Mathematics Competition  8) 
Date:  October  16,  2017 
 
Dear  Parents  and Guardians, 
 

On  November  14, 2017,  your child will have the opportunity to participate in  the 33rd annual 
American  Mathematics Competition 8  being  offered during  your child’s math  period.   

 
What is AMC 8? 
The AMC 8 is a 25-question, 40-minute, multiple choice examination in middle school mathematics 
designed to promote the development of problem-solving skills. The AMC 8 provides an opportunity for 
middle school students to develop positive attitudes towards analytical thinking and mathematics that 
can assist in future careers. Students apply classroom skills to unique problem-solving challenges in a 
low-stress and friendly environment. 
 
What is covered on the AMC 8? 
The material included on the AMC 8 is middle school mathematics curriculum. None of the problems 
require the use of algebra or a calculator. Possible topics include but are not limited to: Probability, 
Estimation, Percents, Elementary geometry including the Pythagorean Theorem, Spatial Visualization, 
Everyday Applications, and Reading/Interpreting Graphs. 
 
When do we receive official scores for the AMC 8? 
The MAA AMC office will begin emailing official scores and reports in early to mid-December following 
the AMC 8 in late November. The email reports go out roughly in the order that we process the answer 
forms submitted from schools. Processing and reporting from start to finish takes about 3 to 4 weeks. 

 
As  a  result  of  participating in the AMC  8, your child will receive a certificate, and may possibly 
be  considered for  more  selective math contests.  Additionally, the highest  scoring students in 
each  of  the  middle schools  will be recognized at a future BOE  meeting.  
 
Although  preparation  for  this  competition is  not necessary, you  can  utilize the link below to 
access  practice  questions  and further  information about AMC  8. 
https://www.maa.org/math-competitions/amc-8 
 
I  look  forward  to  your  child’s  participation in an  event that is  challenging, rewarding, and taps 
into  your  child’s problem  solving  abilities. 
 
Sincerely, 
Genevieve LaGattuta 

https://www.maa.org/math-competitions/amc-8

